Department of Physics
(KESHAV MAHAVIDYALAYA)
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
Q1. Is there any concession for women applicants?
A. Yes, there is 1% relaxation for the women applicants.
Q2. What is the criterion to get admission in B.Sc.(H) Physics?
A. The overall percentage in Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics should be 55% and one
compulsory language should be 50%
Q3. How do we calculate cut off percentage for B.Sc.(H) Physics?
A. If an applicant has scored: Physics (95), Chemistry (97), and Mathematics (93), Total
marks in three subjects are: 95+97+93=285, Percentage = (285/300)*100=95.
(The marks written in the brackets are out of 100)
Q4. Do we include Internal Assessment marks in cut off?
A. No, for admission to B.Sc. (H) Physics Internal Assesment marks will not be included in
the final cut off. The paper should have 70% theory component and your marks must be
converted to 70:30. For example:
If an applicant has scored:
Subject
Physics
Chemistry
Mathematics

Theory
Obtained Max.
Marks
Marks
45
56
48
56
72
80

Internal Assessment
Obtained Max.
Marks
Marks
14
14
14
14
20
20

Practicals
Obtained
Max.
Marks
Marks
29
30
30
30

Total
(100)
88
92
92

For Physics : (45/56)*70 + 29 = 85.25
For Chemistry: (48/56)*70 + 30 =90
For Maths: (72/80)*100 = 90
According to these marks, your final cut off will be calculated.
Q5. What is the procedure for getting hostel accommodations ?
A. The selection process for hostels is strictly based on the merit of the candidate. Once a
candidate gets admission, they have to apply for hostel accommodation separately,
accommodation is subject to the availability of seats.
Q6. I did not have mathematics in class 12th. Can I opt for B.Sc.(H) Physics?
A. No, without mathematics, you are not eligible for admission to B.Sc.(H) Physics.

Q7. Can I use Computer Science instead of Chemistry to calculate final cut off to admission
in B.Sc.(H) Physics?
A. No. Chemistry along with Mathematics and Physics will be considered for calculating cut
off.
Q8. What does C stands in PCM in admission to B.Sc.(H) Physics?
A. C stands for Chemistry and the students should not confuse C with other subjects like,
Computer Sciences.
Q9. Will the applicant be given admission on a first come, first basis policy after declaration
of cut offs?
A. No, it is not on first come, first basis. If you satisfy the eligibility criterion and cut off for a
particular course then you will get admission as per the admission schedule.
Q10. Can I opt for any subject in General Elective paper?
A. Yes, you can opt for any subject other than Physics if you are pursuing B.Sc.(H) Physics,
depending on the availability of the course and seats in the college.
Q11. What is the criterion of selection of subject if I wish to apply for M.Sc. Physics in IITs?
A. You have to opt for Mathematics as General Elective paper for at least two semesters.
Q12. What are the future prospects of taking B.Sc.(H) Physics?
A. You can opt for higher studies like M.Sc., Ph.D., etc. and can apply for various hot jobs
like Nanotechnologist, Geophysicist, etc.
Q13. Does Physics department organize some extra-curricular activities?
A. The department has its own society, COSMOS and its annual festival CURIOUSITY in
which eminent professors come to deliver talk on current relevant topics, giving an insight
about the research prospects. There are various events organized to give students an exposure
about Physics like field visits, debates, quiz, etc.
Q14. Does the college offer different eligibility criterion for different state boards?
A. No, the admission criterion is uniform for all the state boards.
Q 15. Is the caste
SC/ST/OBC/EWS/CW/KM?

certificate

necessary

for

getting

admission

under

Ans. If the applicant has applied under reserved category (SC/ST/OBC/EWS/CW/KM), then
the certificate (in the name of the Applicant) issued by the competent authority. (The names
of applicants claiming reservation under SC/ST/OBC/EWS/CW/KM must match with the
names that appear on their corresponding School Board qualifying certificates; similarly their
parents’names must match in both sets of certificates). Also, in OBC Certificate, it must be
mentioned that the applicant belongs to NCL (non-creamy layer).
Q 16. I have cancelled my previous admission in DU. Will I get refund?
Ans. Refund of fees will be made as per Delhi University rules.

Q 17. I have got the admission in the course, how do I get information about the schedule of
classes?
Ans. All the information regarding schedule of classes, examination, holidays and other
activities are posted on college notice board. Students should read these notices regularly.
Q18. Is there any entrance test for admission to B.Sc.(H) Physics?
A. No, the admission is on the basis of cut-off only.
Q19. My result is not declared yet, can I apply for admission?
A. Yes, the students with awaiting result can also apply.
Q 20. Can I get admission under Extra Curricular Activities (ECA)?
A. The admission of ECA applicants shall be administered through centralized trials based on
the preferences of courses and colleges as indicated by the applicants.

